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Extcmlon of ths mathod of ths small anglg apprahnatlm I

opsn Dot@ctor.
5/7 Chitmvk & 5A. W &ml/

Theoretical Division , ILOSAlamos National Laboratory , MS-P371
LOS A! ZIIIIOS,NH 87545.

A) ‘Dlffuslon of a Laser f3Qam: C)fmn detector-, to be submitted to JOSA

ABSTRACT.
We use tlw radiative transfer Qquation to studg thQ multiple scattering
Wergone by a laser beam propagating through a turbid medium. During
the propagation we view the beam as first scattering into a narrow
forward corn?, ml then into a diffuse pattern To describe this process,
we propose a s~stemat ic ml practical method to combiw the srnal I
angle approximationwith the dlffuslon approximation TM method
works when the scattering cross-section (kscrlblrq scatterl~ from
aerosols can bQ writtcm as the sum of a gaussian us to describe

scatterl~ into smal I angles, and a term ad , that can be rwwwwd W

the first two twins of a Le~ndre Qxpansion to describe scattwing into
lm#?/dif fuss mgles. WQ usQ a Green’s function formalism to perform
partial rwmmaticms and set up a hierarchjj of ~roxlmations In the
fOrm of coupled racl!ath%? transfw Qquatlons to describe the scattQri~
Of radiation frOm Small anglf2S intO INW W@QS.

Thu adjolnt operator formallsm then provldus a slmplu wa~ to obtain
the net flux recuived b~ an open detector at ~ given point. Our
approximateions ma~ bQ described rigorously as a powur serifi?sexpansion
In c@d/~06, thu ratio of the diffusion 9cattering cross-section to the

forward scattering cross-section Thus our technique works well when
small angle scattering dominates.

1. INTRODUCTION.

The smal I angle approxlmat ion has found a good measure of success In

radlatlve transfer ttwor$’2~3 In describing the scattQrmg of radiation

from relatlvel~ lar~ particles (cC)mfXWQd to the wavelength) intO Small



angles in the forward direction In fact,

theor~ with experimental results4 shows

the two for angles of the ordfzr of OIW

2

a recent comparison of the

excellent agreement between

radian For larger scattering

angles, howfzver,the theory Is not meant to work, for It assumes that the

phase function is described b~ a sharply paaked Gaussi~ fitted to a

real istic phase f unct ion3”4 in the vicinity of the forward direction In

general, the scatteri~ cross-section (or equivalently, the phase

f undon) ma~be described b~a combination of two termss:

c@,Q’) ❑ ds(~,Q’ ) + ud(~,~’ ) (1.1)

where 6 is comected to the phase function P(Q,Q’) ~:

C@.sz”)=(UV4’K) p(Q,Q’ ) (1.2)

and

(1.3)c@,fZ’ ) = (UO#@ P@-Q’)

with

P@-Q”) = (CX2/fl) ~xP (-M2 (Q-Q’)2 ) (1.4)

while

ad(~,~’) = (s”d/dfl) Pd(Q-Q’) (1.5)

with do=~os+dod and

pd(~.Q’) ❑ 1 ‘ 3a, P@=Q’) (1.6)

where Q , Q’ are the final and initial scattering ar@es respectlvel~.

u is the scattering cros8-sfic?lorI U“s is the forward scattering

cross-section (the area under the gaussian part of the scattering
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cross-section), U“d is the dlffuskm scattering cross-section (the

area under the ‘smooth= Dart of the scatteriq cross-section), al is the

first moment in the Legendre expansion of ~d(Q.~”), M p{e)=cOde) k

the Legendre pol~mial of the first order.

Equation (1.4) describes scattering into small angles, ati Zartickis

has shown that the forward lobe of the Ilie scattering cross-section of

aurosols mag be well-fitted bg a-l -10 degrees for wavelengths wound

0.5pm. As mentioned earlier, neglecting the s~cond term in Eq. (1.1) in

solving the radiative transfer equation is adequate for describing

Small-qle (forward) scattering.But for scattering into large angles it

is not appropriate to eliminate ad from Eq. (l.OO

If U6 in Eq. (1.1) were to be neglected, then ths phase function is seen

to be fairl~ //8/, indicating that the radiation wili be scattered in a

fairl~ diffuse marrw. The diffusion approximation would M appropriate

in that case to solve the radiative transfer equati~G provided the

source was fairl~ isotropic. In the diffusion tpproximatiomonl~ the

first two Legendre moments of the specific intensit~ I(r.Q)are retaind

viz., the energ~ densit~ jl(r,Q)d2Sl and the net flux jl(r,S2)Qd2Sl

From a ph~sical point of view, we m~ im~i~ that the rOdkltlOil is

first scattered b~ the aerosols into a /&w&d corw, and this radiation

acts as a cucondar~ SOWCU, which Is subsaquentl~ scat!erfzd into a

diffuse pattern Our intuitive Ideas are slmlhr to those of TturI and

Zardecki7 and tho~e of Weirvnan” But in our forrnulatlti we have an
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entire hierarch~ of approximations which encompasses the range of the

ratiO dOd/do~, 2JIMthQ Qrror invohmdh?@ach StQpOf thQ himrc~ mag

bQ estknated.

2. FORtlALl!W1.

We shall use a Gram’s function formalism to combirw th~ small anglQ

app~’oximation and the diffusion approximation This method not onl~

gields a useful phgsical insight into the scathwing procQss,but pr0vidf2S

us in the end with a set of radiativetransfer equationsto SOIVQ.These

equations ma~then besolved using standard techniques. Thus a practical

scheme for the combination of the small anglQ and dlffuslon

appro~imatlons Is obtained.

Let l(r,fll) bQ th~ sp~cific lntensit~ of the radiation baing propagated

throu@ a scattQr[~ m~dlum whosQ total cross-section (absorption +

scattering) is c7t. If there were no scattering processes, thQn the loss in

I(r,Q) at r, in the direction Q is given bgg:

WV I(r,Q) = - ut I(r,Si) + WOQ) (2.1)

where CJ(r,Q) Is taken to be a gaussiam mono-directional source of

radlatio~ located at 2=2s.

Q(r,Q) = q. ?i&~-@lXz-zJ s(yps) S($-?S) (2.la)

t~~-~s) = (82/@ e~p(-?f2(~-~fj)2) (2.lb)

where $ is the azimuthal angla, and V is the Inhlal width of the beam.

If the radiation were to reappear due to some scattering process then
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the net change in l(r,Q) isg:

Q-V l(r,Q) = - at l(r,Q) + Jd2SYa(Q,Q’) I(r,fl’) + Q(r.Q) (2.2)

where o(Q.Q’) is given b~ Eq. (1.1).

The reason we have chosen a vohmwtric sowcG rather than a boundary

sourc&? is that wfz would Iika to have the capabilit~ of Iocat ing our Iasw

source of arbitrar~ stren@h at arbitrar~ positions in the atmosphere.

Equation (2.2) m~ he witten in operator form as:

(LO-d )l=CJ (2.3)

where

Lo= S1-V+dt, (2.4)

U=ds+dd (2.5)

and the matrix elements of d, d~, dd are:

d(Q,9”) = U(Q,Q’) (2.6)

C$@’) = C@z,fv) (2.7)

U&Q’) = C@,Q’) (2.6)

wher~ d(SZ,f2*), d*(Q.Q’), @,~’) are given DUEWE.(1.0-(~.6).I

and Q in Eq. ~2.3) are column vectors, whose compommts are given b~

l(r.Q) andQ(r.f2) resp@ctlvel~.

The formal solutlon to Eq. (2.3) Is

I=GQ

where G Is the r~solvent

G~(LO-dB-dd)-l

(2.9)

(2.10)
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Equation (2.9) ma~ be rewritten as

l=(Gd ‘l-us )-l Q (2.11)

=(1- G@ J-l G~Q (2.12)

where

Gdg(LO-@-~ (2.13)

~ adding and SUbtracti~ Gd Q to the right-hand-side of Eq. (2.12) we

obtain after a few simple manipulations, without using series

expansions:

]=GdQ+Gdds (~-Gdds)-’GdQ

= Gd Q’

wher~Q’k a mod!fiedsource:

Q’=[l+d~@d-kl s)-l]Q

which ma~ be recast(usi~ (Gal-’-

where

GBR(LO-Ua)-I

d~ )=(G6 “ -ad))as

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

If we expand the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (2.17) in

~w@rs of G~ dd (this 16 po8SibleWhf2n ddkf~ << ~ ; 6QQ rQfUr@llCQA fOr

@tallS), afd retain onl~ tlW firSt two terms fOr the SIMe of ~OSitiOn

we get
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1* GdQ+(GdUs) (GSQ)+ (Gdd~) (GS dd ) (G5 Q) (2.19)

Denoting G~Q b~ IS and Gd Q b~ IO We gQt

(2.20)‘ ]*]d +Gd(@~]S) ’Gd(dS(GS6d)lS)

Of course, given the definitims of GS and GO Id and IS are solutions

to :

(LO-dd)id=Q (2.21)

and

(Lo-d5)l~=Q (2.22)

respect ively.

In the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (2.20) the small

angle-solut[on acts as a secondar~ source. The third term gives us

UOSS-S@tering between thQ forward angleS and the dif fuw angles. The

higher ordw terms we rW@f2CtUdwould give us grader amounts of

cross-scattering. These higher

increasingl~ diffW3e manner.

!O the Iowmt approximation

I* Id+ GdCfS$

order terms scatter the radiation in an

ttwm

(2.23)

The terms we neglectad are of the order of dOd/dOs(St?(treference A).

This ratio clearl~ Ck?PeMSon kinds of aerosols (scatterers) we choose to

look at, and also the wav~length at which we operatfz. Thus our

approximation can !)0 accurata, depending upon the nature of the aerosol

and the wavelength of the Mdmt Ilght.
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Since Id is given ~ G~ Q = (Lo-dd)-l c!, and knowing that Iddl <<at

Id* LO-l Q B &(Q-Q*) $j(jPf@ mi-q(z-~)) (3.1)

with tl~~-p~) being a gaussian of width %, as defined in E~2.lb).

In othc?r words, WG gat th~ unscattm?d, attmuatfzd part of the b~am

expliciti~. The scattered pa;t of the beam isgivenb~ the second term in

Eq.(2.23).

Now the second term on the right hand side of Eq.(2.23) is the

solution to

(LO-~d)~-9&Q’ (2.24)

This ma~ be written in its full form as

Q-V l(r,Q) + at l(r,Q) - jdz~’ dd(Q,Q”) l(r,Q’)

where 16(r,Q)is givenbg

Q-V l&Q) + at l&r.Q) = Q(r,Q) + ~d2S2’C7~(Q-Q’)1#.Q’) (2.26)

If @-fY), th~ small angle phase function is sharpl~peaked(In tha

forward direction), orM mag emplo~ the small angle approximation to

solve Eq. (2.26), and utilize that answer in Eq. (2.25).

We take ps=l in Eq.(2.la), so that In the small angle @pfOXimati~

Q-V* @oVp+Wz whera t = (tx,4u,0) andVp = ( VH , VU , ~ ). Eq. (2.26)



then takes the form

~l~(r,O )/8z + H7pl#,* ) + dt l&* ) = Q(r,fZ) +

-mJ+tidz#’d#-4° ) i&@ ) (2.27)

If WQ now try to usQ the diffusion approximation directlg on

Eq.(2.25), WC?find that WQ can accomodatQ at most thQ first rnom@nt6 of

the u~.1 ~ term (on the right hand side of Eq. (2.25)). But this m?y be a

bad approximation especiall~ war the sourcQ, when the bQam has not get

had a chance to spread out sufficient lg. An alternative is to implement

(numrkallg)a PN approximating But this is a nontrivial job in three

dinwnsions, and it is not claar how many M(Xi?Qnk of Us.!s WQ may ~Rd

to perform an adequate job.

On the othc?r hand, if WQ nmd tlw rid flux at th~ target position

i.e.,w~ have an opun d~tactor, WQ rmd the f ollowhlg angular average

P(ra) = Jd%l l(r,Q) Qn (2.28)

where n is a unit vector in the direction toward which the open

detector is pointing.

We can now use the adjoint operator formal ism10 (reference A) to

show that:

P(ro)’ (M7 IrO)Jdsr Io+(r.ro) jd2fJQ’(r,Q) (2.29)

where (see reference A),

l+O(r,rO)’ -(3/8fi) WIp(-{(U(0)/D))Ir-r. I ) / I r-r. I (2.30)

and the angular average? of the modif ied source Q’(r.f2) iS
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~d2Q Q’(r,Q) = .Wj+@d2Q -m~+md20’d5(Q-Q’)15(r,Q’) (2.31)

(2.31a)

From Eqn(2.29), we scm that P(rO) is simply the flux obtaimd bg

solving tht? diffusion quation with ~d2Q Q’(r,Q)as thasourca

We must emphasize that this trick applies only when we need the

response of an open detector, when in a marrwr of speaking, angular

effects are averaged out.

We therefore used the code MF3D ‘l to solve the diffusion equat ion in

a c~lindrlcal geometr~, assuming azimuthal s~etr~, with Eq(2.31a) as

a volumetric source.

4. NUtlERICAL RESULTS.

Whc?na Iasur b~am traversw a turbidmQdium for a fQw opt ical dupths

or less, onQ notices the following characteristics:

(a) The it’NenSit~ is concentrated in the vicinitg of the beam axis. This

is the unscattered part of the beam.

(b) Multiple scattering effects e~ance the intmsitg in the “wiqpwof

the beam.

A true test of a multiple-scattering theor~ is not Sirnpl!J to match

experimental or simulation results close to the beam axis, but also in

tha wings of the btzam where scattering effects dominata, Qspeciall~ at

large optical depths.

Wr MJm@riCa!rWJltS indicatethat our mdhod h sliccessfui in this
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regard, in that our results compare favorably with Monte Carlos results

for large optical depths.

We shall illustrate our technique of combining the small-angle

approximation with the diffusion approximation by st@i~ t~

propagation of a co!] imat~d Iasar beam through a pOl~diSpWSf2

distribution of heavy dust for optical depths of % = 3.75 and 7.5. The

relevant phaSQ functions were constructed @ using the codQ AGAU5;

We have compared our results with those from Monte Carlo solutions

to the radiative transfer equation (provided b~ the code tlSCA~).

To put the comparison into perspective, we note that:

(1) We chose a pol~dispersedistributionof heavg dust since this

gives us clsO/ddO = 7.156x1OS (>>1) for X= O.55pm. Thus ow of the

crituria for impiement ing our combination sch~me is satisfied. The

single scattering albedo is 0.~99.

(2) The Monte Carlo cOdQ has a flat beam rather than a gaussbnbeam.

(3) The true phase func?ion which is usedbgthe codQis not simplythe

sum of a sharp gaussian in the forward direction and a “flat”part.

WQ found that at c ❑ 7.5 WQ got good agreement with the Monte Carlo

rf2SI.MS (Fig.1). On thQ other hand for t = 3.75, WhQr@ onQ might @XpQct

good agreement from the small angle approximation alone, we find that

our usQ of the diffusion aprorximation givm an “aV@r~” r@SUlt (Fig. 2).

At ‘c = 9.0 The Monte Carlo codQ does not converge evm for photons of

the order of 10S and we have not shown the results for this case. In Fig.

3 we have shown the results from our theor~ for three optkal depths on
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the same graph, which clearly shows the beam as it succumbs to

absorption and multiple scattering.
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